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Solutions

TMS Platform

Go for Digital Dexterity - Not Rigidity - with Our Modern Platform
Load Optimization

Optimize freight costs into more cost-effective truckload shipments.
Settlements

A single, trustworthy source for all your financial operations.

Pricing Intelligence

Take control of your pricing decisions while maximizing your profit margin.
Dock Scheduling

Take Command of Your Dock Productivity
Visibility

Multimodal Visibility Across Your Entire Transportation Network

RFP Automation

Bid with Ease, Award with Intelligence, Route with Automation
Swifty AI

Carry out your instructions, and automate your shipping and delivery workflows.

Explore all solutions
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TMS Platform

Maximize facility usage, lower freight costs, and strengthen carrier relationships.

Learn more[image: ]




Knowledge Center

Resources

Explore a wealth of industry insights, knowledge, and success stories through our diverse collection of blog posts, PDFs, and case studies.
Blog

Dive into the latest trends, tips, and discussions in the logistics and transportation industry through our informative and engaging blog posts.
Case Studies

Discover real-world examples of how our TMS platform has transformed logistics operations and delivered tangible results for our clients in various industries
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Resources

Learn more about our holistic solution and industry news with these blog posts, webinars, white papers, case studies and videos.

Check Resources page[image: ]



Partners

About Us

Culture

Discover our company values and culture that drive everything we do, fostering an inclusive and collaborative environment where everyone can thrive.
Leadership

Get to know the guiding force behind Shipwell, our experienced leadership team committed to innovation and excellence in logistics solutions.
Press

Stay updated with the latest news and developments from Shipwell, including press releases, media coverage, and company announcements.

Careers

Explore exciting career opportunities at Shipwell and join a dynamic team dedicated to revolutionizing the world of logistics technology.
Referral Program

Earn rewards by referring others to Shipwell and help us expand our network while benefiting from our platform's innovative solutions.
FAQs

Find quick answers to common questions about Shipwell's services, features, and how to get started with our comprehensive logistics platform.
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Press

Maximize facility usage, lower freight costs, and strengthen carrier relationships.

Read more[image: ]




Contact

Shipper Support

Reach out to our dedicated team for assistance with shipping-related inquiries, ensuring smooth logistics operations for your business.
Media/Press Contact

Contact our media team for press inquiries, interviews, and media coverage requests to learn more about Shipwell's impact and innovations in the industry.
Request a TMS Demo

Experience the power of Shipwell's TMS platform firsthand with a personalized demo tailored to your business needs and objectives.

Carrier Support

Connect with our team for assistance with carrier-related inquiries, ensuring efficient communication and support for seamless logistics operations.
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Shipper Support

Maximize facility usage, lower freight costs, and strengthen carrier relationships.

Contact Shipper Support[image: ]



Login
Get Started
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Cookie Policy

By clicking “Accept”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Policy for more information.
Okay!No, thanks!
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Resources

Learn more about our holistic solution and industry news with these blog posts, webinars, white papers, case studies and videos







March 8, 2024


Shipwell's Principal Engineer, Phillip Verheyden, Named by SDCE as a 2024 Pro to Know





Read Blog
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March 8, 2024

Shipwell's Principal Engineer, Phillip Verheyden, Named by SDCE as a 2024 Pro to Know
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March 13, 2024

In Pursuit of the Holy Grail, A KPI For TMS Performance (Part 2)
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March 5, 2024

In Pursuit of the Holy Grail, A KPI For TMS Performance
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February 8, 2024

Strategic Power Move: Shipwell Sharpens SaaS Cloud Supply Chain Focus: Sells Brokerage Arm to CloudTrucks
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November 6, 2023

Integration Overview: Shipwell TMS Demo Video
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November 17, 2023

Meet your new time-saving logistics ally: Swifty
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Automate your logistics operations with an AI assistant that can understanding and process human commands across different input channels.
Datasheet
Datasheet


Resources
Resources
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October 19, 2023

Shipwell and Sam Nutrition Discuss Transportation Strategies That Empower Every Sized Shipper to Lead in Their Market
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Video
Video
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Resources
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October 11, 2023

Ignorance isn’t bliss… it’s just expensive. How much cash is your freight settlement process burning?
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How much cash is your freight settlement process burning? Download our guide now to learn how leveraging AI can help uncover cost-savings.
White paper
White paper


Education
Education
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October 11, 2023

Simplify freight payments and boost ROI with Shipwell's Settlement Automation
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Spend less time managing freight invoices by accessing all bills and detecting discrepancies in one trustworthy source.
Datasheet
Datasheet


Resources
Resources
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Never miss an update!
Sign up and be first to hear about new product launches, milestones and more from Shipwell.
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See how Shipwell delivers a wide range of competitive advantages for companies of all shapes, sizes and levels of complexity.
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